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Still but full of movement; quiet but full of sound; nothing is quite as
it seems…  the Mirror Lands that Mark Lyken and Emma Dove 
reveal are contradictory and mysterious.  Different inhabitants, 
some short term visitors, others who live and work there over a 
long period, offer different perspectives - on land, fishing, dwelling, 
the passing of the Gaelic, the history - and gradually reveal the 
ribbons that cross the land, those who inhabit it, and the past, 
present and future.  These ribbons or threads  connect a series of  
‘knowings’ which transform and mutate over the duration of the 
work.  This Black Isle is gradually revealed to us through 
beautifully framed shots of air, land or sea in which the main 
protagonists animate the frame through, often unexpected, 
entrances and exits. The deeply layered composed sound offers 
an interesting and seamless mix which slides  between ‘real world’ 
recordings – of disembodied human speech and song, animal 
voices, the sounds of  machines and sounds moderated by 
technologies, abstracted musical sounds and recognisable musical
instruments. The disembodied voices of recognisable individuals 
penetrate and comment on the visuals and the sounds of nature, 
the details of what they say doesn’t always seem important, 
sometimes it is enough to hear their texture blend in with the wind 
and the sea. The sounds play off one another: foregrounds fade 
imperceptibly to backgrounds; field recordings  transform into 
musical sounds; voices overtake one another, silencing and being 
silenced, or blend together into a dense mass which renders each 
individual voice unintelligible. The wind seems to carry hints of 
long lost bagpipes and  Gaelic song but you can’t be absolutely 
sure. The sounds equally play against the visuals  often acting as 
a ‘sonic trailer’ to introduce a new scene, contrasting the singular 
with the massed; the still with the busy; the immersive with the 
tightly focused. 

There is a sense that, although sometimes incongruous, for the 
time being this Black Isle can tolerate, even embrace, the co-
existence of the many different protagonists. They enter and exit – 
the lamb, the ferry,  the gull, the turbine, the day tripper, all with 
their varied accents, utterances and voices, all equally essential in 
the making of  this place. There is no doubt however that it is a 
fragile and shifting balance. 


